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Abst rac t - -An  optimal shape design problem which appears in semiconductor device physics is 
transformed into an equivalent variational inequality one. The approximation is made by finite 
element methods. Optimal control methods are used to show the existence of a solution for the 
variational problem and for the approximate problem. For solving the discretized problem, an al- 
gorithm using Newton's method for nonlinear algebraic systems is proposed. An example, together 
with experimental results, is presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of junction semiconductor devices leads to the following type of problem (see [1]). 
Find f~ C R n (n = 1, 2 or 3) and u on f~ such that: 
-Au  = f, in f~, (1) 
u = g, on F' C F, (2) 
Ou 
~vv = 0, on F = 0f~, (3) 
where f is bounded and is such that  f~ f = 0, and g is a given function on r ' .  
In [1], explicit integration and implicit integration have been indicated as numerical iterative 
methods for solving (1)-(3); their disadvantage is that  errors are carried and, at the final steps, 
the overall error is unacceptably large. 
In this paper, we consider the above problem in a two-dimensional case for a domain of the 
type shown in Figure 1; i.e., let the model be the following bilateral free boundary problem. 
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Figure 1. The domain fl for the model problem. 
Z 
Find a,/3 • C1[0, 1] and u • Hl(f~) such that: 
-Au  = f, in f~, (4) 
u = gl, on F1, (5) 
u = g2, on F2, (6) 
Ou 
Ov O, on F, (7) 
C1 <_ -13(y) < C2 < C3 <_ a(y) < C4 all y • [0, 11, (8) 
where C1-C4 are constants, f is bounded on ~ = [C1, C4] x [0, 1] and is such that ffl f = 0, gl 
and g2 are given functions on F1 and F2, respectively, and 
-- ~(a,/3) = {(x,y) E R~: 0 < y < 1,-/3(y) < x <_ a(y) all y • [0, 1]}, 
r = r (~, /3)  = o~,  
r l  = rl(/~) = {(x ,u)  • R2:  z = -~(y) ,  0 < y < 1} c r (~,~) ,  
F2 -- F2(a) = {(z,y) • R2 :x  = a(y),O < y <_ 1} C F(a,/3). 
Physically, u represents the electric potential in the pn junction f~; -Vu  is the electric field. 
In Section 2, the problem (4)-(8) is transformed into an equivalent variational inequality using 
standard techniques [2-4] and the approach in [4] is used in Section 2 and Section 3 to obtain 
an approximate formulation and to show the existence of a solution for the variational problem 
and for the approximate one. The nonlinear algebraic system obtained after discretization is
discussed in Section 4 for a particular case; a Newton algorithm for solving it is used to obtain 
the experimental results in Section 5. 
2.  THE VARIAT IONAL PR INCIPLE  
To set a framework, let us assume that the parameters a and/~ are subject o natural regularity 
constraints, i.e., (c~,/~) E Uad, where Uad is the set of admissible controls defined by 
(a,/3) : a,/3 6 C 1 [0, 11, C1 _< -/3(y) < C2 < C3 _< a(y) <_ C4 all y 6 [0, 1], Uad 
k 
% 
f=0 ,  [ a ( y ) <  Ch[y -y [ , [ /3 (y )<_  y, ye  [0,11/, C61Y-- YI all 
J ~(a,Z) 
(9) 
where C1-C6 are constants, chosen such that Uad ~ 0. Throughout, v(c~,/3) will denote a function 
on f~(c~,/3); if only v and f~ are used, we understand they both refer to the same control (c~,/3) E
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Uad. Let 
V(a,O)= {veH~(n(a,O)):v=g~ onrd~),v=g~onr~(a)}, (10) 
a(a, t3;v,w) = / VvVw,  (11) 
n(¢,,~) 
#;v) = [ Iv, L(a, (12) 
f~(c~,~) 
1 
g(a,/3; v) = ~ a(a, ~; v, v) - L(a, #; v). (13) 
By virtue of the classical Galerkin principle, since a(., .) is symmetric on 12(a, #) x r(a,/~), the 
problem (4)-(8) is equivalent to any of the following variational formulations. 
(I) Find (a, ~3) • Uad and u • V(a,/3) such that: 
a(a,13; u, v) = L(a, j3;v), all v • Hi(f~(a, 13)). (14) 
(II) Find (a, #) • Uad and u • P(a, #) such that: 
a(a, j3; u, v - u) >_ L(a, 13; v - u), all v • Y(a, 13). (15) 
(III) 
Min J(c~,/3; v) 
where the minimum is taken over all v E V(a,/3) and (a, ~) E Uad. 
To prove the existence theorem, we introduce the following notations (see [4]): 
(16) 
o = {a(~, ~): (~, Z) e uae}, 
n.  = a (~. ,  ~.), v.  = v(a . ) ,  
an =t a as n --~ c~ e* a --* c~ as n --* cx~ uniformly on [0, 1]. 
For f~n,~2 E O, 
~n ----~ f~ as n----~ oo t:~ an ~ oL and Bn ~ ~ as n ---~ oo, 
"vn --~ v" as n --* oo ¢~ ~,~ ~ ~ as n --~ oo weakly in H I (~] ,  
\ / 
(17) 
(18) 
where Vn, ~ denote the Calderon extension (see [4], Section 1.6) of vn, v from f~n, f~, respectively, 
to ~. Let ~ = {(g/, u(f~)) : fl E {9} (the graph of the variational problem). A natural topology 
on G is provided by (17) and (18). 
LEMMA 2.1. ~ is compact. 
To prove this lemma, all arguments in the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [4] can be followed, replac- 
ing 'an ::t a'  by: 'an ::t a and 13n ~ ~.' 
The following result uses the proof idea of Lemma 3.2 in [4]. 
LEMMA 2.2. J (a ,  13; v) is lower semicontinuous with respect o the convergence given by (17) 
and (18). 
PROOF. Let f~n --* ft and "vn "-* v." We prove that l imn-.~ inf J(an, 3n; Vn) >_ J(a, ~; v). 
Let m be fixed (sufficiently large) and let 
Gm(a,3)={(x ,y )ER2:yE(O,  1) , _3(y)+ 1 <x<a(y)  1 } 
m m 
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Let n be sufficiently large, so that 
1 1 
~ f (V'on)2~-~ f (VVn) 2. 
f~,,, G ,~ 
(19) 
With f bounded and {vn } uniformly bounded, it is possible to choose an integer k such that f (Vn + 
k) > 0. Let n be sufficiently large, such that the following holds in addition to (19): 
f f(Vn + k) < f f(vn + k). 
fl, G ,~ 
Then, since fn,  f = 0, we have 
~. f~. G,. G., G., 
therefore, 
--f fvn>_--f vn--k f y (20) 
~. Gm G., 
Now add (19) and (20) and take the lim inf as n --* oo, to obtain 
1 /  / / 
lirnoo inf J(an,/3n; v,) >_ ~ (Vv) 2 - fv  - k f. 
G.~ G., Gm 
Let m --* oo; then fo., f ~ fn f = 0, so that limn-.co inf J(an, ~n; Vn) >_ J(a, 13; v). 
THEOREM 2.1. The problem (III) has at least one solution. 
The theorem is a consequence of the above lemmata. 
3. THE APPROXIMATE PROBLEM 
To approximate, let h > 0 be a discretization parameter and let 0 -- Y0 < Yl < "" < YN(h) -~ 1 
be a partition of [0, 1], such that maxl<j<_g(h ) [yj -- Yj-I[ --< h. Let U~hd be the set of admissible 
approximating controls, defined by 
f 
U~ h -- ~(ah, Bh) :CXh, ~h 6 C°[0, 1], ah, 13h are piecewise polynomials of degree k, 
C1 < --/~h(Y) <_ C2 < C3 < ah(Y) <-- C4 all y 6 [0, 1], f / 0, 
[C~h(yj) -- ah(Yj-1)[ <_ Cs[yj - Yj-I[, 
[/3h(yj)-/3h(yj-1)[ _< Cs[yj -Y j - I [ , j  = 1, . . . ,  N(h) ~ , 
J 
(21) 
where C1-C6 are constants, chosen such that uahd # 0. Let Oh = {f~(~h,/3h) : (ah,/3h) e Uhad}. 
Let k be chosen such that Oh C O; for example, assume that ot h and ~h are piecewise linear 
(k = 1). Let Fl(/3h) and F~(ah) be the piecewise linear parts of the boundary which are approxi- 
mating FI(~) and F2(a), respectively. Now, f~(C~h, Bh) is a polygonal domain, so that a mesh like 
the one in Figure 2 can be associated with it. The mesh is fixed in the y-direction and variable in 
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Figure 2. The mesh associated with 12(ah, l~h). 
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Figure 3. Triangulation for linear trial functions. 
Figure 4. Criss-cross grid for bilinear trial functions. 
the x-direction. Let gl,h and g2,h be approximants of gl and g2 over Fl(f~h) and F2(CXh), respec- 
tively (they can be interpolates or appropriate projections of gl and g2 onto Fl(/3h) and F2(ah)). 
Let ])h,1 C HI(~(OLh, f/h)) be a finite dimensional subspace. For example, if a triangulation is
associated with the mesh on f~(ah, ~h), then ~?h,1 can be the space of piecewise linears, generated 
by trial functions ¢j which are 1 at the jth node, 0 at all the others and linear in each triangle. 
Or, if a criss-cross grid is associated with the mesh on ~(ah, j3h), then l)h,1 can be the space of 
piecewise bilinears, generated by functions ¢j defined as above at the nodes, but bilinear on each 
quadrilater. 
Assume the mesh on ~(ah,f~h) satisfies the usual regularity conditions (see [5, Section 3.1]) 
and in addition assume that for each h > 0 it depends continuously on (ah,/~h) C Uhd • Let 
~)h(Olh,/3h) = {V h e ~)h,1 : vh = gl,h on Fl( j3h),V h = g2,h on F2(ah)} • 
We denote by ~-~h(O~h, h) the domain f~(ah,/3h) with the mesh that has been associated with 
it (triangular, criss-cross, etc.). The approximate problems associated with (I), (II) and (III), 
respectively, are the following. 
(I') Find (ah, #h) e Uhad and U h e ~h(O!h, ~h) such that 
a (Olh,[3h;Uh,V h) .-~ L (O~h,/3h;vh), all v h • ~)h,1. (22) 
(II') Find (ah,13h) • Uhd and Uh E "l;h(ah,/3h) such that 
a (ah,13h;Uh,V h -- Uh) >_ L (ah ,~h;V h -- Uh),  all v h • l;(ah,13h). (23) 
(III') 
Min J (C~h,/3h; vh) , (24) 
where the minimum is taken over all v h • "l)h and (ah, 13h) • Uhd • 
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Denote aj = ah(yl), ~ = ~h(Yj), j = O, 1,. . .  ,N(h). Then Uaha can be identified with 
~4fh ---- /(O~,~(~): O( ---- (OtO,... ,~N(h)) T • ~N(h)-[-1,~(~ = (~0,"- ,~N(h))  T
C1 <_ - f l j  <_ C2 < C3 <_ aj <_ C4 all j = 0 , . . . ,  N(h), / 
* J  
n(ah,~h) 
l a j  - a~- l l  <_ Osly.~ - Y.~-I I ,  
I~'~ - ,~ j - l l  -< C~ly~ - ~- l l , Y  - -  1 . . . .  , N(h) ~. 
J 
• R N(h)+l, 
I=o  
Assume that the mesh nodes are labeled by 1, . . . ,n(h) ,  so that n(h) = dim l)h(ah,~h) 
and 1)h(ah,~h) = span [¢l,...,¢n(h)]- Then each v h • ))h(ah,~h) Can be written v h = 
~'].~.(h l) VjCj, and thus it can be identified with a vector v = (v l , . . .  ,Vn(h)) T • R n(h). 
Let Ah(a, ~) be the stiffness matrix, Ah((~, f~) = (a(ah, ~h; Cj, Ck))l<j,k<n(h), let Lh(a, fi~) be 
the discretization of L(ah, ~h; .), Lh(a, f~) ---- (L(ah, f~h; Ck))l<k<n(h) and let 
1 
Jh(Ol, j3; V) -= ~ (Ah(Ol, j3)V, V) -- (Lh(O~,}3), V), (26)  
where (., .) denotes the scalar product in R n(h). Let 
n(h) } 
~h = - = (vl,... ,v,(h)) T e ~"(~): ~h = ~ ~j,,h • V~(~h,Zh) 
j----1 
(the space of vectors containing the nodal values of functions which agree with the nodal values 
of the discretized boundary functions gl,h and g2,h on the discretized boundary). Then (F), (IF) 
and (IIY) can be reformulated as follows. 
(I") Find (a, ~) E/4h and u E ]Ch such that 
(Ah(a,f~)u,V) = (Lh(a,D),v),  all v E R n(h). (27) 
(II") Find (a, f3) E t,/h and u E ]Ca such that 
(Ah(a,f~)u, v - u) ~_ (Lh(a,f~, v -- u), all v E ]Ch. (28) 
(III") 
Min Jh((~, [3; v), (29) 
where the minimum is taken over all v E K:h and (a,f~) E/4h. 
The existence of a solution of (III") will be proven in Theorem 3.1, which is an analog of 
Theorem 4.1 in [4]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For an h > 0 and fixed (~,f3) 6 Uh, i f  u E ]Ch satisfies (28), then u depends 
continuously on (a, • .  
To prove this lemma, the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [4] can be followed, replacing the matrix C 
by Ah(a,f~). 
For a vector v which depends continuously on (a, f~), let J (a ,  fl) = Jh(a, f~; v(a,  f~)). In this 
context, in order to show that the mapping (~, f~; v) ~-* Jh(~, ~; v) is continuous on a compact 
set in R N(h)+l X RN(h)+I X ~n(h), it is sufficient o show that the mapping (a, fl) ~-* J (a ,  fl) is 
continuous on a compact set in N N(h)+* x R N(h)+l. 
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LEMMA 3.2. The mapping (a, [3) H J(ol, f~) is continuous on the compact blh. 
PROOF. b/h is compact since the uniform convergence of an to some c~ and of Bn to f~ translates 
in the discrete case into R N(h)+l x RN(h)+l-convergence and/gh is bounded by definition. Also 
notice that Ah(C~, f~) and Lh(V~,/3) are continuous of (a, f~), since the mesh on 12h(ah, ~h) depends 
continuously on (ah, ~h) (also see the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [4]). | 
THEOREM 3.1. For each h > 0, the problem (III") has at/east  one solution. 
The theorem is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
Assume the mesh on ~'~(Olh,l~h) is uniform in the y-direction, with meshspacing hy = 1/M, 
and in the x-direction it is uniform at each y-level, with meshspacing h~,5 = (~5 + ~5)/N at the 
level YS, J -- 1 , . . . ,  M + 1. Then n(h) = (N + 1) × (M + 1). Since {¢1, . . . ,  ¢,,(h)} is a linear basis 
for ];h(~h, ~h), problem (I") reads: 
Find ol -- (31 . . . .  ,O~M+I) T, f~ = (~1, . ' '  ,~M+I) T E ~M+I  and u = (Ul , . . .  ,Un(h)) T E ]~n(h) 
such that 
n(h) 
u5 
j=l  
V¢svCk = f f¢k, 
n(an,f~h) fin(ah,f~h) 
n(h) 
us¢5(- k) = yk), 
5=1 
n(h) 
= 
j=l 
k = 1, . . . ,n (h) ,  (30) 
k = 1 , . . . ,M  + 1, (31) 
k = 1 , . . . ,M  + 1. (32) 
This algebraic system is nonlinear, due to the unknowns a and f~. 
Let U = E •n(h)+2M+2. A solving algorithm for the discrete problem can be obtained 
using the classic Newton's method [6, Chapter 5] for the algebraic system, with the stopping 
criterion 
iiu(k+l) _ u( )H < (33) 
where e is prescribed and [[.11 is one of the norms in R n(a)+2M+2. A more economical version can 
be obtained replacing the stopping criterion (33) by 
[(~(k+l) _ a(k)l + iB(k+l) _/~(k) I < ~, (34) 
where I.[ is the maximum norm in R M+I ([(~[ = maxl<_j<M+l I~jl) and then solving exactly the 
finite element problem on the domain bounded by (~(h k) and B(k). 
EXAMPLE. Assume that gl(x, y) = Cl, all (x, y) E F1 (gl is constant), g2(x, y) = c2, all (x, y) E F2 
(g2 is constant) and f(x, y) = f(x), all y E [0, 1]. Then (~, f~ and u are also expected to depend 
only on x and the problem can be reduced to a one-dimensional one. 
Find ~, ~ E R and u on [-f~, ~] such that 
7 dx 2 - f, on (-/3, a), where f is such that f = 0, 
u ( -~)  = cx, (cl given), 
u(o~) -- c2, (c2 given), 
du du 
d-'x ( -~) = ~x (a) = O. 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
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Figure 5. The domain [-f l ,  c~]. 
The algebraic system (30)-(32) to be solved for U = (U l , . . .  , UN+I ,  O~,/~)T = E R N+3 is 
] ] g+l dCj dCk = Z uj dx dx fCk, k=l  . . . .  ,N+I ,  (39) 
j= l  _fl _fl 
N+I  
= c l ,  (401 
5=1 
N+I  
Z ujCj(a) = c2- (411 
j= l  
Assume that a uniform mesh of spacing h and nodes x l , . . . ,  XN+l has been associated with 
[-13, oL], h = h(a,/31 = (a +/3)/N and that each Cj (j -- 1 , . . . ,  N + 1) is piecewise linear 
(¢j(xj) = 1, Cj(Xk) = 0 for k ~ j and linear between odes). The midpoint rule can be used for 
integration. Then the algebraic system (391-(411 is 
U 1 = C 1 
1 
(Ul -- U2) = ~f  2 ' 
h ( f  (Xj-l-2?xJ) ...]-f (xJ AFXjq-1)) h (-Uj_ Jr- 2uj - ujq.1) = -~ 2 ' 
-~ (--UN "[- UNq.1) ~- g f 2 ' 
UNT 1 ----- C2. 
j = 2 , . . . ,N ,  
(42) 
Denote symbolically the system (42) by F = 0, where F = F(U) = (F0,F1,. . . ,  FN+2) T. The 
Jacobian needed for Newton's method is of the form: ( A1 A2 ), where A1 is (N + 3) x (N + 1): 
A 1 ~- 
t l  
0 0 
0 
0 ~ 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 -1 
-1 2 -1 
-1  2 -1  
-1  1 
0 
and A2 is (N + 3) x 2 with columns ~a and ~ (j = 0, . . . ,  N + 2), respectively. Calculations 
for A2 are as follows: 
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OFo 
Oa 
OF1 
c9c~ 
OF~_ 
OFN+I 
Oa 
Also, 
OFN+2 
O~ 
Oa 
Yh 2 (Ul - -  US)  - -  2-Y f 2 - 2 2 2N '  
Nh 2 ( -u j -1  + 2u~ - Uj+l) - ~-~ 
2 
gh 2 (--UN + Ug+l) -- ~-~ f .XN g+l  _2  2/V 
0F0 OFN+2 
013 013 
013 -- Nh  2 (ul - u2) - ~-~ f 2 2 2 2N ' 
1 
013 Nh 2 ( -u j -1  + 2uj - Uj+l) - ~-~ f + f 
+2 f ,  x j_  2N-2 j  3 
2N + 2/V ' j = 2 , . . . ,  N, 
013 Nh 2 (--UN + UN+I) -- ~-~ f -- + 2 f 2N" 
5. EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 
The computational  results we present refer to the example (35)-(38) in Section 4, for the given 
data: Cl = -2 ,  c2 = 2, f (x )  = 6x, which correspond to the exact solution: u(x) = x(3 - x 2) 
all x E [ -1,  I]. 
The variant of the algorithm using the stopping criterion (34) followed by solving exactly the 
finite element problem on [_13(k), c~(k)] has been used. Initial guess for u (°) : u~ °) = u(°)lXh ~, 3]"1' 
j = 1 , . . . ,g  + 1, where u (°) is the linear function with u(°)(-13 (°)) = Cl and u(°)(a(°)) = c2 
(Figure 6(a)). Another possible choice for u (°), suggested by the conditions (38), is the one in h 
Figure 6(b). All the results have been obtained for e = 10 -5 in the stopping criterion (34). 
Table 1. The number of Newton itera- 
tions for e = 10 -5. 
Initial c~ and Number of Newton iterations 
for N = 8, 16, 32 
.5 .5 4 
1.5 1.5 4 
.5 1.5 3 
2.0 .1 3 
Table 2. The computed c~ and fl and 
the L2-error. 
N Computed a and B u - u~ k) L2 
8 1.005263 1.005263 .6180(-2) 
16 1.001305 1.001305 .1530(-2) 
32 1.000326 1.000326 .3815(-3) 
Table 1 suggests that  at most 4 or 5 Newton iterations are needed, regardless of the initial 
choices for a and/3 within a reasonable interval and regardless of the number of grid points N. 
Figure 7 shows the convergence o fa  (k) and 13(k) from the initial choices a (°) = 2.0 and/3(0) = .1, 
in three Newton iterations, for N = 8 (the exact solution is a =/3  = 1). 
The results in Table 2 have been obtained for all initial a and/3 shown in Table 1. The errors 
for a and/3 listed in Table 3 suggest hat  ]a (k) - a[ and [13(k) _/31 are of O(N  -2) as k --* oo. 
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Figure 6. Initial guess u (°) on [-/3 (°), (~(o)]. 
i i | 
8 
X 
I ! I I 
0 1 2 3 
Figure 7. Convergence of a and f~ (exact: ~ = f~ = 1). 
Table 3. Error rate for a and fl. 
N Errors for a and f~ Rate 
.5263(-2) 8 
16 
32 
.1305(-2) 
.3257(-2) 
4.109 
4.006 
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